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1.1 Introduction to the ITP 
 

The scope of the integrated transport plan submission is the central Breede River Valley, encompassing 

areas including De Wet and Breërivier in the north, to Brandvlei and Louwshoek in the south. All areas 

east of the Huguenot Tunnel to the Hex River Poort are included.  

This includes the all important N1 corridor, main artery from the Cape to the north and the main 

business and financial hub of the region, Worcester. Importantly, Worcester is also a major 

transportation hub in the Western Cape interior. It also has a very large economic catchment area, 

making connectivity within the region of utmost importance to the overall economic sustainability of the 

region.  

Worcester is also a centre that has missed out on the tourism boom, many other Western Cape towns 

have been able to capitalise on. The ITP will also attempt to address the transportation aspects 

contributing to Worcester and well as its satellite towns’ downfall when it comes to tourism potential.  

The ITP submission will attempt to find solutions for a SANRAL (South African National Roads Agency 

Ltd.) problem; the proposed tolling of the N1 from Sandhills to the R300 (Brackenfell). The connectivity 

of the R60 and R43 in this region is also a major issue.  

1.2 The Roads 

1.2.11.2.11.2.11.2.1    N1 National RoadN1 National RoadN1 National RoadN1 National Road    

The N1 enters the valley’s catchment area at the eastern portal of the Huguenot Tunnel and crosses the 

Breede River Valley from west-south-west to east-north-east, exiting the valley north of De Wet at the 

Hex River Poort.  

Access to the valley was enhanced in 1989 with the opening of the Huguenot Tunnel; since then, the trip 

to Paarl and Cape Town has been cut by 11km, however the route was tolled. It opened with a toll fee of 

R4.00, and has now escalated to R23.00 for a one way trip. Since then, the Du Toitskloof Pass was 

upgraded from a narrow two-lane road to a two-two dual carriageway as part of the Huguenot Toll 

Route. In 1993, the N1 was diverted from the current R101 onto a new alignment to the west and north 

of the old road. It is a limited access road, with no at-grade intersection or exits from R101 Florence to 

R101 Worcester West.  
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The western approach to the Huguenot Tunnel is undergoing an upgrade, 

with the addition of an additional truck lane and surface rehabilitation 

from the toll gate to the Hugo’s River Viaduct.  However, the long term 

prospects deem this improvement inadequate, as this creates a bottleneck 

in the tunnel itself. It is necessary to bring the northern bore online to 

allow for 4 lane traffic to utilise the tunnel. This need not be part of the 

Winelands Toll Road (Protea Parkways Concessionaire) as this road has 

already been tolled since opening; thus, a user-pays principal applies here, 

insinuating this includes upgrades when they are needed. 

The Du Toitskloof Pass section from the eastern portal to the Florence 

R101 intersection is generally in a good condition, except for some 

deterioration of the westbound road near kilometre marker 78.   

Access to the weighbridge at the aforementioned intersection is becoming 

insufficient, and back-ups are resulting during peak times at the R101; this 

situation will worsen with further economic growth.  

The limited access single-carriageway from Florence R101 to Worcester 

West R101 is experiencing some deterioration, especially in western 

sectors. There has been no wholesale rehabilitation since construction in 

1993 and is approaching the end of its 20-year designed lifespan. It is 

proposed the N1 be a 4-lane carriageway through this section to 

Worcester. Traffic volumes during peak times are warranting it, economic 

growth and efficiency requires it; Protea Parkways Concessionaire’s idea of 

keeping it as is, with periodic, sometimes dangerous passing opportunities, 

yet the valley must fall under their toll scheme is insufficient  and without 

foresight.  

1.2.21.2.21.2.21.2.2    N1 WorcesterN1 WorcesterN1 WorcesterN1 Worcester    

The National Road through Worcester is completely ineffective. The 

intersections at Rabie Avenue, Roux Street and High Street are dangerous, 

right turns are difficult resulting in peak-time delays and accidents are commonplace. Sections of this 

road are also reaching the point of disrepair, with surface warping, cracks and some potholes are in their 

formative phases. The Ultra City intersection is also becoming hazardous with an increase in traffic.  

Golden Valley Casino should not have direct access to the N1; this situation, where all Johannesburg to 

Cape traffic must be halted for a gambling institution is short-sighted transport planning. It is also 

awkward that Mountain Mill Shopping Centre has no N1 access, but Golden Valley Casino does; this is 

indicative of transport planning suited to one institution but an inconvenience to all long-distance 

traffic. This situation must be remedied immediately, with the casino gaining access from a Rabie 

Avenue extension or through an underpass to the Mountain Mill second traffic circle.  
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With or without the Winelands Toll Road, the N1 through Worcester needs to become a limited access 

freeway, with interchanges at the R43/R101 Worcester West; Rabie Avenue Extension; new R60 Eastern 

Bypass with High Street east connector.  

The methodology behind each connector and interchange will be discussed later. 

1.2.31.2.31.2.31.2.3    Protea Parkways Concessionaire (Winelands Toll Protea Parkways Concessionaire (Winelands Toll Protea Parkways Concessionaire (Winelands Toll Protea Parkways Concessionaire (Winelands Toll 

Road)Road)Road)Road)    

SANRAL has already stated its intentions to privatise the N1 from the R300 Brackenfell to Sandhills and 

grant operating and tolling rights to the Protea Parkways Concessionaire. Already mentioned in their EIA 

studies, the benefits for tolling are minimal to those in the Breede River Valley; already the valley has 

had the burden for paying tolls at the Huguenot Tunnel for decades, separating it from its main source 

and destination market of Cape Town. 

The concessionaire has also done little to nothing to protect local road users and prevent them from 

being cut off from their primary service centres and towns. It is clear the concessionaire is more focused 

at the speed at which they can make money, rather than the true needs of traffic on the N1, the local 

users and long distance traffic patterns.  Also, rather than tackle the problems the N1 faces in congested 

Cape Town, SANRAL would rather cede control of rural sections, impacting communities with less 

disposable income than their urban counterparts.  

It is more logical to support the provincial government initiative to charge an additional provincial fuel 

levy, where all road users pay for improved infrastructure, rather than users on one route being 

penalised, simply because they happen to live and work near a SANRAL-concessionaire operated route.  

Should the toll plans proceed, the N1 should be significantly improved, to provide a true positive cost-

benefit ratio for road users. Also, the N1 should be constructed proactively, not reactively. Thus, the 

national road is constructed in such a way as to provide for future economic and transport growth and 

not simply slap tolls on an existing road, which is unacceptable. There has to be clear benefits to the 

region should Protea Parkways be granted permission to “own” this vital infrastructure.  

1.2.3.1 Under this scenario, these are the recommendations: 

The N1 from Durban Road (exit 23) to Okavango Road (exit 29) be widened to 3/3 lane configuration, 

extended to 3/3 configuration to Main Road Paarl (exit 55) by 2015.  

Full 4-lane freeway status from the Huguenot Toll Plaza to Worcester in a minimum 2-2 configuration; 

This involves the construction of a second Hugo’s River Viaduct; the opening of the Huguenot Tunnel 

north bore (for eastbound traffic); the widening of the N1 from the R101 Florence (future interchange) 

to the R101 Worcester West (future interchange).  
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All Worcester at-grade intersections removed and replaced with freeway interchanges; the construction 

of the Western Arterial (R43 bypass) around Worcester; the construction of the Eastern Bypass (R60 

bypass) around the eastern end of Worcester. 

The narrowing to 1-1 undivided highway from east of the new R60 Eastern Bypass interchange to 

Sandhills; with grade separation at De Wet and Hex River Poort intersections.  

1.2.3.2 Toll Schedule and Impacts 

There should be zero impact on road users needing to access Worcester locally. 

Any other scenario will result in economic hardship for the middle-class to poor, 

negatively impact businesses in the region and seriously impact rural 

populations’ access to government, educational, retail and essential services.  

Thus: Ceres; Breërivier; Wolseley; Rawsonville; Brandvlei; De Wet; Sandhills; De 

Doorns should not be subject to tolls to reach their main services, administrative 

and retail destination of Worcester. Alternative routes and clever transport 

planning must allow for local road users to access the town, whilst long-distance 

travellers on the N1 are tolled.  

Thus, the R101’s eastern end must be extended to meet up with the new R43 

Western Arterial, and continue to meet with the realigned Rabie Avenue at 

Mountain Mill Drive. This enables Rawsonville, Breërivier, Wolseley, Ceres and 

Tulbagh local traffic to access Worcester without using the N1. This will improve 

safety and efficiency of traffic flow, for both locals making daily trips to 

Worcester, and long-distance motorists traversing the country.  

Should there be a mainline plaza north-east of Worcester, it must be located just 

south of De Wet; this allows local Hex River Valley users to bypass the toll and 

access Worcester via the De Wet-Overhex Road, a route long-distance users are 

not familiar with. Should the mainline toll plaza be located in Hex River Poort, as 

suggested, it shows Protea Parkways has the will to cut local users off from their 

primary service town.  

Another solution; is for SANRAL to extend the concessionaire to De Doorns, have 

a mainline toll in the western Hex River Valley, north-east of Sandhills, allowing 

long-distance travellers to pay the toll, but sparing local communities from being 

cut off from Worcester.  

1.2.41.2.41.2.41.2.4    R101R101R101R101    Old N1Old N1Old N1Old N1----    Rawsonville RoadRawsonville RoadRawsonville RoadRawsonville Road    

Traffic on this route, particularly between the N1 Florence and Rawsonville-

Slanghoek Rd junction, has increased dramatically in recent years. This is partly 
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due to Robertson, Montagu and Ashton traffic now using the road to avoid the R60 through Worcester. 

This additional traffic includes Ceres and Wolseley-bound traffic using Goudiniweg Road and Slanghoek 

Road.  

The R101 has not experienced any upgrading or wholesale rehabilitation in decades and is showing 

considerable signs of strain.  

The route has no shoulders, no yellow-line demarcating the road edge and the current soft shoulders 

are poorly maintained, resulting in edge cracking. The surface is also deteriorating, with most section 

from N1 Florence to the Breede River Bridge being in no more than a satisfactory condition. The road 

thereafter to the Chavonnes Road intersection is in a poor condition, 

with potholes, an uneven surface and imminent surface crumbling. 

Traffic often drives in the centreline of the R101 to avoid the 

dangerous deteriorating surface.  Rainy weather brings ponding and 

hazardous hydroplaning conditions.  

The Rawsonville-Slanghoek Road intersection is extremely dangerous 

and has seen numerous fatalities. Pedestrians use the un-kept and 

overgrown verges of the road, primarily from Goudiniweg Road to Du 

Toitskloof Cellar, but with no shoulder or sidewalk to use, resulting in 

dangerous conditions for both vehicle users and pedestrians.  

The R101 almost needs to be completely rehabilitated and resurfaced, 

especially from the Breede River Bridges to Chavonnes Road. The road 

needs yellow lines on the shoulders and the section between 

Goudiniweg Road and Du Toitskloof is in desperate need of a 

sidewalk. Hundreds of farm employees and scholars uses the road 

daily to-and-from Rawsonville.  

The road would preferably include narrow hard-shoulders. During 

harvest season, the road becomes hazardous, with heavy tractor 

traffic and no room to drive on the verge. Also, no room for non-

motorised transport is provided, narrow shoulders would make 

cycling safer for residents and farm staff.  

The Rawsonville-Slanghoek Road intersection needs to be upgraded 

significantly to curb road fatalities; turning lanes, rumple-strips and a 

4-Way Stop need to be added to improve the safety of this deadly 

intersection. See subsection 2.3.1. 
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1.2.51.2.51.2.51.2.5    RawsonvilleRawsonvilleRawsonvilleRawsonville----Goudiniweg RoadGoudiniweg RoadGoudiniweg RoadGoudiniweg Road    

This road, from the Smalblaar River Bridge in Rawsonville in the south, to the Badsberg-Goudiniweg t-

junction in the north is in a very poor condition. The road is inadequately narrow, the base layer is 

concrete and is warping terribly, the tar sealant above is in disrepair; the surface is extremely uneven 

and potholes are very common. This road also becomes the Rawsonville main street; Van Riebeeck 

Street, and is unsightly, unmaintained and is in utter disrepair. Potholes in the town itself are 

commonplace.  

 

This road requires immediate attention, due to it being the worst maintained thoroughfare in the entire 

region, and it being the main Rawsonville thoroughfare; without upgrading, uplifting the town and 

improving the aesthetics of the town centre becomes almost impossible. 

Sidewalks are also required from Rawsonville to Groot Eiland Cellar, as 

many pedestrians and scholars use the route. 

The road will require complete reconstruction, with the removal and 

rehabilitation of the entire structure, from the base layers to the surface 

sealant.  

1.2.61.2.61.2.61.2.6    RawsonvilleRawsonvilleRawsonvilleRawsonville----Slanghoek RoadSlanghoek RoadSlanghoek RoadSlanghoek Road    

This road is generally in a good condition, with satisfactory conditions 

encountered from Goudini Spa to near Opstal Cellar in Slanghoek. The 

road was recently upgraded with the addition of pedestrian walkways 

and small western shoulder in the southern Slanghoek Valley. The section 

from this upgrade to Goudini Spa is still a narrow road with soft 

shoulders. This should be upgraded in the medium-term to bring the 

entire route up to standard; the rest of the route has narrow to wide 

hard shoulders. 

For R101 intersection upgrades, see subsection 2.3.1. 

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.7777    RawsonvilleRawsonvilleRawsonvilleRawsonville----Nekkies RoadNekkies RoadNekkies RoadNekkies Road    

This road is generally in a good condition, with the section from the 

Smalblaar River Bridge in Rawsonville in the west to 1km shy of Nekkies 

in the east being a wide hard shouldered thoroughfare. The other 1km to 

Nekkies is in a satisfactory condition and as narrow shoulders.  
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No immediate upgrading is necessary, except the medium-term widening 

of the last 1km of the eastern section to be continuous with the existing 

wide-shouldered section. 

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.8888    NekkiesNekkiesNekkiesNekkies----Worcester RoadWorcester RoadWorcester RoadWorcester Road    

The road has narrow shoulders from the Breede River Bridge at Nekkies to 

the town of Worcester where it becomes Durban Road. The road is in a 

poor state, particularly the southern sections from the bridge to Avian 

Park (Worcester’s southernmost suburb). Many sections are experiencing 

surface deterioration, potholes and uneven tarring with crumbling edges. 

Considering this road carries considerable “back-traffic” from Cape Town 

to Robertson and towns beyond, the situation is not sustainable. This 

section of road forms part of the proposed Worcester Southern Bypass 

scheme. See subsection 1.3.4. 

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.9999    R43 Villiersdorp RoadR43 Villiersdorp RoadR43 Villiersdorp RoadR43 Villiersdorp Road    

The road has wide hard shoulders and is in a good condition from 

Worcester to 5km past Kwaggaskloof. Thereafter, the road has narrow 

shoulders and is in a satisfactory to poor state to Rooihoogte near 

Villiersdorp. The section through the Kwaggaskloof Valley has a 

particularly uneven surface. Although potholes are not found, the road 

surface is not of the highest quality suitable for an arterial route.  

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.10101010    Aan De DoornsAan De DoornsAan De DoornsAan De Doorns----Overhex RoadOverhex RoadOverhex RoadOverhex Road    

The road has mid-sized hard shoulders, and although winding, is a high 

quality secondary road and doesn’t require any short-term upgrading or 

rehabilitation.  

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.11111111    R60 Robertson RoadR60 Robertson RoadR60 Robertson RoadR60 Robertson Road    

The road has wide hard shoulders and is a suitable arterial route. No 

immediate upgrades or rehabilitation is needed; the road is in an excellent 

condition for most of its length from Worcester to Robertson. The only 

concern is the ease of access through Worcester, which will be discussed in 

subsection regarding the Worcester Southern and Eastern Bypass scheme; 

subsection 1.3.3/1.3.4. 

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.11112222    OverhexOverhexOverhexOverhex----De Wet RoadDe Wet RoadDe Wet RoadDe Wet Road    

The road has soft shoulders, and although winding, is a decent quality 

secondary road and doesn’t require any short-term upgrading or 
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rehabilitation; medium term, it may require some maintenance. If the 

Protea Parkways consortium does adhere to the suggested mainline toll 

plaza location at De Wet in subsection 1.2.3.2, then this road should be 

upgraded to carry additional Hex River Valley-Worcester traffic; mid-sized 

hard shoulders and resurfacing would be advised, with an upgrade to the 

Overhex-R60 intersection to ensure safety due to higher traffic loads 

providing turning lanes and updated signage.  

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.11113333    R43 Ceres RoadR43 Ceres RoadR43 Ceres RoadR43 Ceres Road    

The road has narrow shoulders and is in a below satisfactory state, the 

surface is beyond its design life; every winter, numerous potholes open up 

in the thoroughfare from Worcester to Romansrivier Station near Wolseley. 

Some sealed edges are cracking and some areas of the road have an 

uneven surface. The lack of any significant hard shoulder makes the 

numerous rural roads joining the R43 dangerous to turn into. Not even 

major secondary roads have any turning lanes whatsoever and signage is 

very poor. 

As an arterial route serving numerous heavy-vehicles and almost all 

Wolseley-Ceres to Cape Town-Worcester traffic, the R43 is severely 

inadequate.   

The southern end will be upgraded in accordance with the Worcester Western Arterial scheme, 

discussed in subsection 1.3.2. In this section, the problem associated with local traffic access to 

Worcester due to the tolling of the N1 is addressed by having the extended R101 meet up with the R43 

and extended to meet with Rabie Avenue outside Worcester at Mountain Mill Drive.  

1.3 New Roads – Worcester Orbital Scheme 

1.3.11.3.11.3.11.3.1 Introduction & Aims 

Even though provincial government aims to keep new road construction to a minimum and 

concentrate on public transit developments only; this policy is not possible in Worcester until this 

scheme is completed. The methodology behind public transit developments is to curtail urban sprawl, 

upgrade and densify existing urban areas and make existing road networks more efficient by taking 

“single-riders” out of private vehicles.  

However, without an arterial route encircling a major transit town, the town itself cannot hope to 

upgrade its urban core, if its urban core is held hostage to constant through traffic, heavy-vehicle- 

and-industrial traffic. It will too, be held hostage to crumbling roads, high road maintenance bills and 

hazardous conditions for pedestrians. 
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For the sake of long-term policy implementation, where Worcester is protected from urban sprawl, the 

urban core is made attractive to investment, attractive to local shoppers and supports a move to 

public transit; a short-term policy deviation is needed. Other major transportation hubs and service 

centres in the province have alternatives; Worcester has none, and has been left with an outdated and 

crumbling local road network. 

• Paarl: Main Rd serves the CBD; R45 Jan van Riebeeck & Berg River Blvd carries arterial traffic 

• Stellenbosch: Bird St serves the CBD; R44 Adam Tas/Strand Rd carries arterial traffic 

• Robertson: Church & Paul Kruger St serves the CBD; R60 Voortrekker Rd carries arterial traffic 

• Swellendam: Voortrekker & Swellengrebel St serves the CBD; N2/R60 skirt town 

• Malmesbury: Voortrekker Way & Piet Retief St (R45) serve the CBD; N7 carrying the bulk of 

arterial  traffic serves as a western town bypass 

In all aforementioned cases, industrial traffic does not have to traverse the CBD or residential areas to 

reach the main arterial routes from major industrial zones. Worcester’s case is not sustainable, 

inhibits tourism potential and curtails investment. 

1.31.31.31.3....2222    R43 Worcester Western ArterialR43 Worcester Western ArterialR43 Worcester Western ArterialR43 Worcester Western Arterial    

• Scope:  3.85km Greenfield single-carriageway with wide shoulders 

Short northern sector of dual-carriageway linking to R101 traffic circle   

New railway bridge north-west of Galgheuwel   

New intersection with Distillery Road Extension 

Improved Intersection with Durban Road with traffic signals; new right-turning and 

left-slip-lanes  

   

Rabie Avenue has reached capacity; this route serves as the only western entrance from N1 Cape Town, 

R43 Ceres and R101 Rawsonville into the Worcester CBD as well as the Mountain Mill Shopping Centre. 

The route is hopelessly in disrepair, is narrow and incapable of being widened south of the railway 

bridge in Somerset Park and this route carries a tremendous amount of heavy-vehicle traffic. This is due 

to no alternative routes being available for traffic from R43 Ceres and N1 Cape Town to reach other 

arterial routes, like R43 Villiersdorp.  

In the CBD of Worcester, this has also created deteriorating road conditions, difficult truck turning 

conditions and hazardous conditions for pedestrians and scholars. Somerset Street, lower High Street 

and lower Durban Street are in an extremely poor state due to constant heavy-vehicle through traffic. 

To create a sustainable and pedestrian friendly town, this situation is unsustainable.  

The R43 Western Arterial solves this, linking the western/northern arterial routes of R43 Ceres, N1 Cape 

Town/Beaufort West and R101 Rawsonville with the southern/eastern arterial routes of R43 Villiersdorp 

and R60 Robertson. This not only relieves the maintenance burden of CBD streets from the local 
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municipality, it also creates a safer and more pleasing urban environment for Worcester residents. See 

subsection 3.2.1 for Worcester CBD upgrades.   

The Western Arterial will be needed to alleviate the pressure from Rabie Avenue once Roux Street and 

High Street are grade separated from the N1. Rabie Avenue will then serve as the only access point to 

the Worcester CBD from the north-west and should therefore only carry the burden of single-

destination traffic. Traffic accessing southern Worcester and other towns will then be able to use the 

Western Arterial, placing no burden of Rabie Avenue. See subsection 1.4.3. 

1.31.31.31.3....3333    R60 Worcester Eastern BypassR60 Worcester Eastern BypassR60 Worcester Eastern BypassR60 Worcester Eastern Bypass    

• Scope:  3.89km Greenfield dual-carriageway 

New Eastern Bypass Roundabout-Interchange with N1 east of Meirings Park 

New railway bridge east of Worcester Industria 

New high-capacity traffic circle at Raymond Pollet Drive/Mtwazi Street; links Eastern 

Bypass to Worc. Ind. and Zweletemba 

New high-capacity traffic circle at Robertson Road (R60) with slip-lanes; scope for 

future Robertson to E. Bypass fly-over to bypass circle en route from Robertson to N1 

 

Roux Street currently carries arterial through-traffic through the Worcester CBD. All heavy-vehicle traffic 

to Robertson, Montagu and some, even onwards to the N2 Garden Route, must use this route. Routing a 

provincially important arterial route along municipal streets is unsustainable. It creates congestion, 

urban street disrepair and poses a hazard to local residents and scholars, not to mention the additional 

air and noise pollution created.  

Frequently, these heavy-vehicles will even utilise High Street through the CBD core, creating a 

pedestrian hazard, noise pollution and general local-populace annoyance and discomfort when 

conducting daily business.  

This situation where Worcester Industria has no easy and effective high-capacity access to the N1 is 

damaging to industrial and transport sector growth. High Street east provides another ineffective outlet 

to the N1 east, being yet another “narrow urban street” east of Louis Lange Street to the N1, it too 

approaching a deteriorated state.  

The only way to solve these aforementioned problems is by the construction of the Eastern Bypass, 

taking all R60 traffic from Roux and High Streets and rerouting it east of town. Also, this scheme 

provides high-capacity arterial access to Worcester Industria, linking it to external markets more 

effectively.  

Zweletemba access is also inadequate, effectively isolating the community from access to any arterial 

routes, keeping them captive to Raymond Pollet Drive only. This reduces their ability to access markets, 

reduced cultural tourism potential and increases their travel time to potential places of employment and 

increases their daily transit costs.  
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1.31.31.31.3....4444    Worcester SoutheWorcester SoutheWorcester SoutheWorcester Southern Bypassrn Bypassrn Bypassrn Bypass    

• Scope:  3.60km Greenfield dual-carriageway from R60 to R43 

2.06km Greenfield single-carriageway with wide-shoulders from R43 to extant 

Rawsonville Road south-east of Avian Park 

New high-capacity traffic circle at Robertson Road 

New grade-separation with Fischer and Fairbairn Streets at Esselen Park 

New high-capacity traffic circle at Grey Street 

New intersection with Noble Street 

New high-capacity traffic circle at Villiersdorp Road (R43) 

*end dual-carriageway 

This provides the missing link, allowing heavy-vehicular traffic to access all Worcester arterial routes 

radiating from it effectively. Worcester is a transit node, but does not provide for this title 

infrastructurally; the Southern Bypass creates a transport corridor around the entire town, facilitating 

ease of access from Ceres to Villiersdorp or Robertson, De Doorns to Hermanus or Montagu to Cape 

Town; effectively creating a  “Worcester Orbital” with the Western Arterial and Eastern Bypass.  

The Southern Bypass also allows the increased number of weekend travellers from Cape Town into the 

valley and onwards down the Route 62, to bypass the town should they so wish, or enjoy the improved 

touristic offerings provided by a more pedestrian friendly and improved central Worcester. Local 

Robertson/Bonnievale/Ashton/Montagu traffic is also more commonly utilising the Rawsonville-Nekkies-

R43-Aan de Doorns-Overhex travel corridor to avoid Worcester, placing strain on these routes. 

This route effectively also better connects disenfranchised communities of southern Worcester, allowing 

them ease of access to passing traffic for micro-business opportunities or tourism opportunities and 

simply ease of access to places of work and lowered transit costs.  

This also relieves heavy agricultural traffic from Rawsonville Worcester-bound via Durban Road, with the 

Breede River/Avian Park realignment of the Rawsonville-Nekkies Road to feed into the Southern Bypass 

allowing for “choice of entry point” into Worcester. This allows local shoppers to enter town via Durban 

Road, but allows agro-industrial traffic to proceed directly to Worcester Industria, entering at Raymond 

Pollet Drive further along the orbital scheme. 

The current Rawsonville-Nekkies Road is in disrepair from Avian Park to Nekkies and requires urgent 

rehabilitation at this point in any case.  

This too enables poorer southern Worcester communities easier access to agricultural labour 

opportunities in regions such as Nuy, Overhex, Aan de Doorns and Rawsonville.  
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1.4 New Roads - Worcester Feeder Scheme 

1.4.11.4.11.4.11.4.1    Introduction & AimsIntroduction & AimsIntroduction & AimsIntroduction & Aims    

To improve access to the Worcester CBD and all residential areas surrounding it; to facilitate 

additional capacity into the town, after many access points are grade separated from the N1. It also 

upgrades the aesthetics of the approaches to the town, increases efficiency, facilitating links with the 

Worcester Orbital Scheme, as outlined in Section 1.3, creating a multitude of access points, dividing 

industrial needs of transport from residential and commercial transport needs. It also aims to keep as 

much local traffic off major arterials, such as the N1, thereby improving long-distance travel efficiency.  

1.1.1.1.4.24.24.24.2    R101 Mountain Mill Drive ExtensionR101 Mountain Mill Drive ExtensionR101 Mountain Mill Drive ExtensionR101 Mountain Mill Drive Extension    

• Scope:  0.62km upgrade and realignment of Mountain Mill Drive and Rabie Ave; 

1.21km greenfield undivided 4-lane road; 1.14km single-carriageway with narrow 

hard-shoulders 

Realignment of Mountain Mill Drive from the under-utilised traffic circle at Mountain 

Mill Mall to the existing Rabie Avenue (to become a defunct N1 link – moved east) 

Greenfield section westward to link up with the new high-capacity traffic circle at the 

R43 Western Arterial Interchange with the N1 at the current Ceres Road intersection 

(to become defunct) 

Another Greenfield section to link up further westward with the existing R101 just 

south of the current N1/R101 intersection (to become defunct) 

This improves the traffic handling efficiency of the N1 interchanges. Without having local traffic joining 

and exiting the N1 within one exit, it keeps local traffic from R43 Ceres and R101 Rawsonville on a 

separate thoroughfare directly into Worcester, where most local traffic will travel. It improves traffic 

safety on the N1 from the Western Arterial Interchange and the Rabie Avenue Interchange. It also 

relieves traffic stresses at both these interchanges; effectively separating long-distance and local traffic. 

This also removes the need for local communities to use the new tolled N1 route; see subsection 1.2.3. 

This will effectively become the north-western link with Worcester proper and the “Worcester Orbital 

Scheme;” without this improvement, the N1 will be burdened with the local traffic and constant 

entering-exiting traffic; this is an inefficient system, when local travel needs are clear.  

This route could also become a catalyst for a transport services-and-logistics and niche-commercial 

precinct, fronting the N1 and servicing the Worcester district and N1 passers-by; complementing the 

Mountain Mill node and allowing for mixed-use developments slightly to the south, away from the 

traffic noise of the N1.  
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1.1.1.1.4.34.34.34.3    Rabie Avenue Realignment and ExtensionRabie Avenue Realignment and ExtensionRabie Avenue Realignment and ExtensionRabie Avenue Realignment and Extension    

• Scope:  1.34km single-carriageway with narrow hard shoulders; 0.58km dual-

carriageway; 0.24km realignment of Rabie Avenue as single-carriageway 

The northern end links with a new intersection at Brandwacht Way in Worcester West 

New Rabie Avenue Interchange with N1 where road becomes dual 

*New access to Golden Valley Casino potentially just north of interchange  

*Other option for casino access via N1 underpass from Mountain Mill Drive 

Enlarging the capacity of the Mountain Mill Circle to link with R101 extension 

Realignment of Rabie Avenue from Governor Street to Mountain Mill Circle 

Rehabilitation and minor-widening from Governor Street to Cilliers Street 

This will provide the main entrance from the west and north-west arterials to Worcester CBD and the 

developing Mountain Mill retail and commercial node. The current Rabie Avenue intersection with the 

N1 is dangerous, scholars often need to cross a National Road to reach residences in Worcester West; 

the road itself is beyond its design life, is narrow, unsightly and disintegrating; it also does not provide 

neither an effective or aesthetically pleasing main approach to the town. The traffic lights at Governor 

Street also cause major back-ups during peak hours, this situation must be adjusted, with a re-timing  of 

the lights, turning lanes and intersection upgrades; or a traffic circle must be added, this will allow the 

primary traffic, that of Rabie Avenue, to take priority.  

Significant widening of Rabie Avenue is not possible south of the railway bridge; this is due to being in a 

heavily built-up area with no road reserve. This problem will be partially alleviated by the removal of 

heavy-vehicle and through-traffic from the core of Worcester onto the “Worcester Orbital Scheme.” 

The Rabie Avenue extension with link the upgraded Mountain Mill Circle with the N1 via a dual 

carriageway. This is needed to accommodate what is already an overstressed entrance to Worcester, 

but also to accommodate additional traffic carried by a closure of the Roux Street entrance, growth in 

the Mountain Mill node and the cutting of Golden Valley Casino direct N1 access.  

Access to Worcester West is facilitated by Rabie Avenue extending north-westward as a single 

carriageway, linking to Brandwacht Way just north of Heller Boulevard with a new intersection. This will 

provide safer access for scholars, pedestrians and vehicle traffic alike, with new grade separation with 

the busy N1.   

1.1.1.1.4.44.44.44.4    Eddie Prins DriveEddie Prins DriveEddie Prins DriveEddie Prins Drive    ExtensionExtensionExtensionExtension    

• Scope:  1.44km single carriageway with narrow hard shoulders; provision made for 

future dual carriageway upgrade 

Eastern end links with new Eastern Bypass (R60) Roundabout-interchange with N1 

New access road for properties north of the N1 and Caltex Service Station 

New intersection at western end with new High Street overpass and existing Eddie 

Prins Drive 
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This will now provide the main entrance from the east and north-east arterials to the Worcester CBD. In 

contrary to the Protea Parkways Concessionaire plans, there is no need for eastbound onramps for the 

N1 at the High Street east overpass. A decent access route provided by Eddie Prins Drive and efficient 

interchange at the N1 (Western Arterial Roundabout Interchange) will provide this. Fewer, but more 

effective interchanges, make freeways more efficient and safer.  

Eddie Prins Drive Extension will provide local access to properties north of the N1, to become a limited-

access freeway, but also provides an efficient link for north and eastbound traffic from the Worcester 

CBD, after High Street is grade separated from the N1.  

1.4.51.4.51.4.51.4.5    Raymond Pollet Drive Raymond Pollet Drive Raymond Pollet Drive Raymond Pollet Drive ----    Mtwazi StreetMtwazi StreetMtwazi StreetMtwazi Street    

• Scope:  Approach upgrades to new high-capacity traffic circle with R60 Eastern Bypass 

This will facilitate a direct link to Worcester Industria from the Worcester Orbital Scheme and the N1, 

taking all industrial traffic from High Street, Roux Street and other local thoroughfares. This provides 

efficient access for transport logistics companies from Worcester’s industrial zones to all major arterial 

routes, R43/R60/N1. This also breaks the captivity of Zweletemba; providing this impoverished 

community with easier access to job markets, easier access to agricultural employment and reduces 

transit costs for the poorer populace.  

1.4.61.4.61.4.61.4.6    Robertson RoadRobertson RoadRobertson RoadRobertson Road    

• Scope:  Approach upgrades/dual-carriageway to new high-capacity traffic circle with 

R60 Eastern Bypass/Southern Bypass; slip lanes to Eastern Bypass 

This will facilitate another direct link to Worcester Industria from the Worcester Orbital Scheme and the 

N1. This also takes all long-distance traffic and heavy-vehicles from using Robertson Road into the 

Worcester CBD, alleviating strain on High and Roux Streets. This road needs minimal upgrades and is in 

great condition for its entire length however, the immediate approaches to the traffic circle will be dual-

carriageway with pre-selection lanes for optimal traffic flow through the circle. Slip lanes will be 

provided for traffic travelling southbound on the Eastern Arterial wanting to travel eastbound on the 

R60 to Robertson. Future provision made for a flyover to bypass the circle in the opposite direction.  

1.4.71.4.71.4.71.4.7    Villersdorp RoadVillersdorp RoadVillersdorp RoadVillersdorp Road----    R43R43R43R43    

• Scope:  Southern approach upgrades/dual-carriageway to new high-capacity traffic 

circle with Southern Bypass 

1.25km of upgrade to dual-carriageway from Southern Bypass to Durban Road 

Durban Road intersection upgrade – see subsection 1.3.2 

 

With the suburban growth to the south-east of Worcester, including Avian Park, local traffic using this 

section of the R43 is already becoming heavy, due to long-distance and local traffic using the road. It is 

envisioned that this urban section of the western side of the Worcester Orbital will require additional 
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capacity and pedestrian improvements. This will be the only section of the R43 through Worcester that 

will have a 60km/h speed restriction, requiring urban carrying capacity; with additional south-east urban 

growth, this will become necessary.  

This will also be the south-easterly gateway to Worcester, with Durban Road also requiring upgrading to 

bring local traffic to the CBD. Already, this road is at the end of its design life and is fast becoming more 

and more deteriorated. See subsection 3.2.4. 

1.4.81.4.81.4.81.4.8    Distillery RoadDistillery RoadDistillery RoadDistillery Road    

• Scope:  1.05km tarred extension to Distillery Road, from urban edge in Langerug to 

the Western Arterial R43 

Rehabilitation of 0.86km of existing Distillery Road 

 

This is the final link to Worcester proper, providing direct access from the Worcester Orbital Scheme to 

Church Street in the CBD and the suburb of Langerug. It will also aid in direct access to the Worcester 

Airfield and Worcester Race Track; keeping associated trailers and heavy-vehicles servicing these 

facilities off Distillery Road and Church Street within Worcester proper. The existing portion of Distillery 

Road will require urgent rehabilitation, as many potholes have formed, the road is in disrepair and is of 

poor quality; minor patching work has taken place.  

2.1 The Interchanges  

2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1    Exit 75Exit 75Exit 75Exit 75    Du Toitskloof InterchangeDu Toitskloof InterchangeDu Toitskloof InterchangeDu Toitskloof Interchange    

To facilitate complete limited-access status of the N1 from Cape Town to De Wet, this intersection with 

the Du Toitskloof Resort and the farms of Elandsjacht must be replaced with a low-capacity interchange. 

This is required for additional traffic safety, as this sector of the N1 has a 100km/h speed limit and this 

will be the only at-grade intersection once the Winelands Toll Scheme comes into effect. Ramps will be 

single-lane, tight, as to avoid any unnecessary Fynbos damage and can be so, as traffic volumes using 

them will always remain low. 

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2222    Exit Exit Exit Exit 84848484    Florence InterchangeFlorence InterchangeFlorence InterchangeFlorence Interchange    

This is currently, where the R101 meets the N1 at the SANRAL Weighbridge. This is the main exiting 

point for all Rawsonville traffic; also a great deal of Wolseley, Breërivier, Ceres, Tulbagh and even 

Robertson and Montagu traffic uses this route. The outright majority of traffic is Cape Town/Paarl bound 

or originated, thus a normal diamond interchange does not facilitate the best traffic flow.  

The situation of the weighbridge at this interchange will necessitate special interchange considerations. 

This is needed to separate truck inspection traffic from through traffic to reduce peak-time congestion.  
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The Protea Parkways Concessionaire has not considered these factors and had opted for the cheapest 

and least creative solution, rather than designing efficiently and with foresight; with truncated routes 

effectively “T-junctioning” into a freeway, a diamond interchange in not efficient. Here, a modified 

trumpet interchange is most cost-effective and efficient. As most traffic is Cape Town-Rawsonville 

travelling, the trumpet is orientated westward, facilitating high-speed exiting and merging for the bulk 

of traffic.  

Also, truck lanes are provided for on westbound ramps and with a slip-lane of the south of the N1, this 

separates truck inspection traffic from general road users and reduces the risk of congestion and 

dangerous high-speed truck merging.  

*Access note: The farm of Ouplaas is effectively cut-off for any large vehicles or winter access. This is not 

sustainable for their activities; no land development can take place. Their access is via an underpass 

under the N1 that is both flooded in winter and restricts access due to height and width. Also, if veld-fires 

occur, no fire-trucks can access the site. This situation must be remedied through better drainage and 

more gradual approaches to the underpass, plus an emergency access entrance off the R101 off-ramp 

towards Rawsonville.  

2.1.32.1.32.1.32.1.3    Exit Exit Exit Exit 102102102102    Western Arterial InterchangeWestern Arterial InterchangeWestern Arterial InterchangeWestern Arterial Interchange    

This is currently, where the R43 Ceres meets the N1. This intersection has become ineffective, with 

traffic finding it hazardous and difficult to turn on-off the N1. This will also be the new intersection point 

for the R101 Rawsonville, making the current intersection to the west, redundant.  

With all Villiersdorp and Hermanus-bound traffic using this interchange, as well as Ceres-Wolseley to N1 

eastbound traffic as Rawsonville to N1 eastbound, the interchange must be cleverly planned to facilitate 

optimum traffic flow. Local traffic will also have to proceed to Worcester through this junction complex.  

At this junction, a complex hybrid of diamond, quarter-cloverleaf and roundabouts complete the 

Western Arterial Interchange complex. Here, traffic patterns will be complex, with the following being 

the most likely heavy laden routes: 

• R101 Rawsonville – R101 Worcester/N1 Beaufort West; R43 Ceres – R101 Worcester/N1 

Beaufort West; R43 Ceres – R43 Villiersdorp; R43 Villiersdorp – N1 (both directions) 

To facilitate the smooth flow of such complex traffic flow, keep local traffic from the N1, allow ease of 

access from arterial routes to the N1 for through traffic and keep the Shell Ultra City well connected to 

all transport corridors, this interchange hybrid was created, with a high-capacity circle for efficient left 

turns, and easy merging conditions: 

• R101 Rawsonville – R101 Worcester proceeds straight over the traffic circle 

• R101 Rawsonville – N1 Beaufort West turns left at the circle and simply keeps left to join 

the N1 eastbound.  
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• N1 Beaufort West – R101 Rawsonville simply merges with the traffic circle and proceeds 

straight.  

• R43 Ceres – R101 Worcester proceeds straight and left at circle 

• R43 Ceres – N1 Beaufort West turns right at the only intersection 

• N1 Beaufort West – N1 Ceres turns right at traffic circle and proceeds straight 

• R43 Villiersdorp – N1 Beaufort West straight over circle then exit next left 

• R43 Villiersdorp – N1 Cape Town takes immediate left at circle and keeps in right lane 

for N1 onramp 

• N1 Cape Town – R43 Villiersdorp takes a right at the only intersection, proceed straight 

• N1 Beaufort West – R43 Villersdorp simply a left at the traffic circle 

 

Access to the Ultra City is also made as simple as possible, with eastbound N1 traffic exiting and simply 

proceeding straight. Westbound will require a simple negotiation of the traffic circle and a first right. 

Very little traffic will require N1 Westbound to R101 Worcester access, however if back-tracking is 

needed, a simple in at 6, out at 6 manoeuvre will be made at the circle, effecting a “turnabout.”  

2.1.42.1.42.1.42.1.4    Exit Exit Exit Exit 104104104104    Rabie Avenue InterchangeRabie Avenue InterchangeRabie Avenue InterchangeRabie Avenue Interchange    

Here, a diamond interchange is sufficient and cost-effective, as traffic will travel in all directions, 

provided traffic signals are provided at on and off-ramps, capacity should be sufficient. It will also serve 

the CBD-bound traffic from the N1. Also, this will serve more long-distance traffic trying to access the 

CBD, with most local western originated journeys using the R101 Mountain Mill Drive and R43 Western 

Arterial access points. Many eastern originated journeys will also use Exit 110 and Eddie Prins Drive to 

access the eastern Worcester CBD.  

2.1.52.1.52.1.52.1.5    Exit Exit Exit Exit 110110110110    Eastern Bypass InterchangeEastern Bypass InterchangeEastern Bypass InterchangeEastern Bypass Interchange    

This interchange requires a high capacity, as this will serve the bulk of industrial and heavy-vehicular 

traffic, as this provides the N1 link to the Robertson/Montagu area, Garden Route and other Route 62 

towns; this too serves Worcester Industria directly.  

Again, the Protea Parkways Concessionaire has not accommodated for this, and once again proposes a 

simple diamond or half-diamond-quarter-cloverleaf-hybrid solution, which again does not creatively 

deal with heavy vehicle traffic or rapid transference from one arterial to another. Thus, a roundabout 

interchange is proposed, unseen in South Africa, up till now. It combines the efficiency of a high-capacity 

roundabout with a diamond interchange, whereby no right-angle junctions are required, but simple 

merging.  

Also, with regards to Protea Parkways Concessionaire’s idea of where the Eastern Bypass should be 

routed, it does not integrate with the current road reserve south of Worcester and bypasses both the 

industrial area and Zweletemba, not effectively solving any accessibility issues effectively. This makes a 

full orbital more costly, less effective and less likely to link poorer southern communities to transport 

routes.  
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2.1.62.1.62.1.62.1.6    Exit Exit Exit Exit 114114114114    De Wet InterchangeDe Wet InterchangeDe Wet InterchangeDe Wet Interchange    

This is a simple low-capacity half-cloverleaf interchange, incorporating the current railway bridge and N1 

looped-overpass. Traffic usage will remain local and light for the foreseeable future.  

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1.7777    Exit Exit Exit Exit 117117117117    Hexpoort InterchangeHexpoort InterchangeHexpoort InterchangeHexpoort Interchange    

This is a simple low-capacity half-trumpet interchange, allowing southbound N1 traffic to access De Wet 

and Overhex and visa versa accessing the N1 northbound. Here, access is not needed towards 

Worcester, as this is facilitated by the De Wet Interchange.  

2.2 Interchange Methodology 
Rather than plan infrastructure reactively, plan proactively. Without such foresight, we’re left with 

similar situations left by Hospital Bend and Koeberg Interchanges; bottlenecks designed with only 

current need in mind, but with no consideration for future needs or traffic patterns. All interchanges 

proposed by the Protea Parkways Concessionaire are almost all identical and only cater to their costs 

and not to traffic growth, heavy-vehicle needs and to majority-traffic directional movement. This is seen 

particularly in their proposed design of the Florence Interchange, where only mountains exist to the 

north, making a diamond redundant; where Worcester-bound traffic from Rawsonville is almost non-

existent. It is also seen in the design to have all R43 and R101 traffic enter the N1 to the west, then re-

exit at Rabie Avenue eastwards at Worcester, illustrating an insular view on traffic needs and not looking 

holistically at the needs of local road users and the efficacy of the Breede River Valley’s connectivity.  

2.3 Major Intersection Upgrades 

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1    SlanghoekSlanghoekSlanghoekSlanghoek    Road R101 CrossingRoad R101 CrossingRoad R101 CrossingRoad R101 Crossing    

This intersection is particularly deadly. Even indicated on GPS instrumentation as being dangerous; 

many local Rawsonville residents have lost their lives here for decades. The problem: the intersection 

comes upon drivers quickly, with little warning; speed limits on the R101 are 100km/h; night lighting is 

poor; turning lanes are narrow to non-existent; drivers are often negligent and turn in front of 100km/h 

traffic.  

The solution is to make this intersection a four-way stop with rumple strips on all approaches. This will 

force R101 traffic to slow to a stop. Intersection signage needs to be improved, with solar-powered 

flashing warning lights. Street lighting at the intersection could be considered, warning night motorists 

something of importance is approaching.  

Turning lanes are paramount, as this intersection has become very busy in recent years, with Ceres-

bound traffic using Slanghoek as a short-cut and Robertson-bound traffic using the Rawsonville-Nekkies 

Road as a short-cut. Heavy vehicles and agricultural trucks use this intersection with extreme regularity.  
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2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2    Goudiniweg Road R101 CrossingGoudiniweg Road R101 CrossingGoudiniweg Road R101 CrossingGoudiniweg Road R101 Crossing    

This intersection is also dangerous. The problem with this intersection is similar to the aforementioned 

in 2.3.1. Again, rumple strips, turning lanes and warning signs with solar-powered flashing-lights should 

be provided. A 4-way stop may not be necessary as the intersection is not as busy as the previous, but 

safety upgrades must be made.  

2.3.32.3.32.3.32.3.3    Chavonnes Road CrossingsChavonnes Road CrossingsChavonnes Road CrossingsChavonnes Road Crossings    

These intersections must be equipped with turning lanes, both at the R101 and the R43. In addition to 

this, to improve access to the Brandwacht Valley, the Brandwacht Road and Chavonnes Road 

intersection at the R43 must be realigned to facilitate a proper 4-directional crossing, rather than a 

dangerous staggered crossing which currently exists. After the tarring of the small gravel portion of the 

Chavonnes Road, this will provide easy access to Brandwacht from destinations west, i.e. Cape Town, via 

the R101.  

2.3.42.3.42.3.42.3.4    Slanghoek Road R43 CrossingSlanghoek Road R43 CrossingSlanghoek Road R43 CrossingSlanghoek Road R43 Crossing    

Here the Slanghoek Road t-junctions into the R43. With an upgrade to the Breede River Bridge, this can 

become an effective through route and tourist meander from Rawsonville to Wolseley and Ceres. 

However, this crossing is poorly marked and dangerous, with no hard shoulder and no turning lanes on 

the R43 whatsoever, causing turning traffic to stop on a 100km/h arterial route.  

2.3.52.3.52.3.52.3.5    Goudiniweg Road R43 CrossingGoudiniweg Road R43 CrossingGoudiniweg Road R43 CrossingGoudiniweg Road R43 Crossing    

The same situation exists here as in the aforementioned crossing in 2.3.4. Turning lanes are required on 

the R43 to improve safety and traffic flow. This intersection is also poorly marked.  

3.1 CBD Rejuvenation through Infrastructure 
 

The towns of the Breede River Valley are woefully lacking in CBD aesthetics. Although some buildings 

have high historic and aesthetic value and the surrounding landscape is inspiring, the infrastructure 

within the core of valley towns completely destroys the potential of the towns in question. Not only is 

infrastructure aging, poorly maintained and street fittings falling apart, but heavy vehicle traffic plagues 

both Rawsonville and Worcester’s respective CBDs, making for an industrial look-and-feel , making CBDs 

hazardous for small vehicle motorists and pedestrians, causing both noise and air pollution and 

restricting any potential these towns may have.  

Without both an effective and aesthetically pleasing inner-town infrastructure, investment potential will 

be stifled in both towns. Tourism growth will continue to lag far behind other towns in the Winelands, 

urban densification will be near impossible as residents snub CBDs and private-sector driven urban 

regeneration projects will not occur.  
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3.2 Worcester 

3.23.23.23.2....1111    Worcester CBD Upgrade    

High Street in Worcester forms 

the main backbone of the 

Worcester commercial core. The 

road is dual, straight and in many 

places, the surface is deteriorating 

rapidly. Parking is provided 

overwhelmingly by parallel 

parking bays on street-side. The 

road is a conduit for much heavy-

vehicle traffic and through traffic, 

simply using Worcester as a 

means to get somewhere else.  

To remedy this situation, many infrastructural improvements must be made around town, to make the 

town efficient in its role as transport hub, services centre and retail destination for residents as far as 

Montagu, Ceres, Laingsburg and Villiersdorp. The Worcester Orbital Scheme outlined in 1.3 addresses 

the dire issue of having a transport hub with no arterial bypasses or alternatives, other than to use 

urban through routes within residential and commercial areas of the town.  

Even though a few businesses may believe a bypass would deprive them of business, the truth is the 

complete opposite. The unattractiveness of town to shoppers had chased many high-order tenants and 

services from the CBD to decentralised nodes, like Mountain Mill. With many tenants, so the spending-

power has fled the CBD. Building owners will continue to experience declining rental rates, stagnant 

demand and a flight of business and retail activities if the town’s issues are not addressed. Most people, 

even though they pass through Worcester, chose not to stop. Having a tourist or motorist pass through 

does not imply they stop and spend money. The unattractive nature of the town keeps them moving to 

more desirable destinations further along the Route 62 and Garden Route corridor.  

Creating an attractive Worcester, one where tourists and residents alike can reap the fruits of new 

infrastructure will, by virtue of the urban environment created, make Worcester a destination in its own 

right. People will choose Worcester because they want to go there, not because they have to pass 

through it. The town has great untapped potential.  

3.23.23.23.2....2222    Worcester Phase 1: High Street Reconstruction    

High Street will become a pseudo-pedestrianised zone in the high-foot-traffic and commercial core of 

the CBD corridor. The corridor stretches from Trappes Street in the south-west to Riebeeck Street in the 

north-east; the core is defined as from Adderley Street in the south-west to Fairbairn Street in the north-
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west. This section includes the bulk of tenants, the bulk of shopping opportunities and the bulk of 

services, i.e. Police; Post Office; Banks; Municipality; Municipal Library etc.  

High street in the section will become a single divided road between Adderley and Fairbairn Streets, 

with additional parking provided street-side from Adderley to Baring and approaching Fairbairn Street. 

Parallel parking will remain in place in the centre of the commercial core, to accommodate wide 

pedestrian pavements, with additional urban landscaping. Taxi-transit-stops are provided near the 

Baring Street intersection, formalising the public transit options.  

Between Adderley and Baring Streets, informal retail opportunities are provided for on the north side of 

High Street, near Taxi-stops. This will be done in an orderly fashion, as seen in Dreyer Street, Claremont 

and Greenmarket, Cape Town. Just because the economic activity is informal, does not mean the 

infrastructure provided for them needs to look informal. These activities are needed for two reasons, 

one; to allow those disenfranchised by the formal economy an opportunity to make a living, and two; 

provided micro-retail services to residents and attract tourist spending.  

Adjacent to the Baring-High public square, a tourist information kiosk will be provided. This public 

square will provide the anchor for the urban rejuvenation project, being adjacent to Church Square, 

most retail areas, the municipal offices, library, taxi-stops and informal marketplace. In the centre of the 

intersection, the traffic signals will be replaced with a traffic-circle with central water feature.  

A similar scheme will apply to the intersection of High and Stockenström Streets, including traffic circle 

and water feature and additional urban landscaping.  

Street and pavement lighting will also be replaced with aesthetically-pleasing urban lighting, befitting a 

town serving hundreds of thousands of residents throughout the Western Cape interior and additional 

tourist arrivals. Currently, lighting fixtures are rusting, look unsightly, are poorly maintained and look 

industrial.  

Pavements will be significantly widened between Baring and half-way to Fairbairn Street. This will allow 

for a more pleasing and pedestrian friendly environment. This will improve pedestrian safety along with 

the traffic-calming measures on High Street; businesses will be afforded the potential to trade more 

outdoors, bringing seating, plants, sale-goods and al fresco-style eating out onto the street-side. 

Heavy-vehicles will be banned from High Street; local deliveries will be permitted only. Heavy-traffic will 

use the Worcester Orbital Scheme, N1 or local heavy-traffic will use Durban Road.  
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3.23.23.23.2....3333    Worcester Phase 2: 

Stockenström-Church Street 

Pedestrianisation        

Pending traffic impact studies only. This sector of the project is 

aimed to make the historic core of Worcester more attractive 

to tourists, residents and region-wide shoppers. This will 

involve the closure of the Stockenström-Church intersection 

and its conversion into a public square. This will mean the 

restricted access of traffic on the following blocks: 

Stockenström Street from High to Tulbagh Streets; Church 

Street from Baring to Fairbairn Streets.  

The roads will be repaved with brick, with sidewalk landscaping 

improvements; however, the roads will remain open to traffic 

located within that block only. This involves partial 

pedestrianisation of all streets and continued regular access to 

Glaeser Street adjacent to the ABSA Building and the Quénets 

Arcade parking exit at the United Church.  

3.23.23.23.2....4444    Worcester: Durban Road 

Rehabilitation    

With the closure of High Street to heavy-vehicle traffic and 

subsequent pseudo-pedestrianisation of the CBD, local through-traffic will require an efficient route to 

reach the south-western edge of town to the north-eastern edge. Durban Road will fulfil this role. It is 

also to a certain extent a retail street, but is of a lower-order and does not serve as the CBD core retail 

and services precinct. This road will be rehabilitated and restructured to handle local heavy-vehicle 

traffic (long-distance excluded, this will use the Worcester Orbital Scheme). 

Some intersections may require upgrades, the removal of some street-side parking spaces and the 

rehabilitation and resurfacing of the road, in such a manner, that it can carry heavier vehicles, but 

maintaining a 20-year design lifespan.  

3.3 Rawsonville 

3.3.1 3.3.1 3.3.1 3.3.1 Rawsonville Phase 1: Van Riebeeck Street    

Rawsonville, as an attractive Winelands village, is in a dismal state. Its potential is astronomical; its 

utilisation of this potential is almost zero. The main reason being, the main thoroughfare is in the worst 

condition, possibly the most dismal of any Western Cape town. It is undeniably, falling to pieces.  
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This road, in recent years has begun carrying heavier and 

heavier traffic loads, with more and more Robertson and other 

Route 62 towns using the route as a short-cut to avoid driving 

through Worcester. However, Rawsonville does not benefit 

from the increase in travellers as the town is unashamedly, an 

eyesore.  

Buildings of heritage value exist, but the majority of the 

buildings have fallen to lower-order tenants, the sidewalks and 

roads are in disrepair, street lighting is unsightly and of poor 

quality and landscaping is non-existent. This is partly due to the 

road being classified as provincial, disallowing locals to make 

any aesthetic improvements.  

This situation must be remedied urgently, but not in context of 

Rawsonville simply being a semi-urban blip on a provincial 

route, but should rather be treated as an urban entity with 

potential, that quality infrastructure will help unlock. In the 

proposed scheme, the road will remain its current width, as the 

traffic it carries cannot justify the widening of sidewalks etc. 

However, pedestrian and urban landscaping improvements 

must be made to Van Riebeeck Street, particularly the section 

between Brand and Porter Streets.  

This scheme includes the bricking of sidewalks, the brick-paving of intersections, the inclusion of narrow 

islands at street intersections for landscaping, the planting of an avenue of trees abutting both sides of 

the street. However, trees must be carefully selected, choosing species that have a fibrous and non-

invasive root system, to provide shade and beauty, but leave subterranean infrastructure unharmed.  

Street lighting must also be addressed. Lighting is poor, non-conducive to any night-time activity and is 

an aesthetic eyesore. The aforementioned improvements will work wonders in acting as a catalyst to 

boost Rawsonville’s tourism and investment potential. Currently, tourism services and any property 

investment in Van Riebeeck Street is non-existent; this is due in most part to poor infrastructure, an 

unsightly main thoroughfare and Friday evening and Saturday morning unruliness (which will be 

addressed by subsection 3.3.2). 

3.3.2 3.3.2 3.3.2 3.3.2 Rawsonville Phase 2: De Nova 

Rawsonville also bears the scars of an Apartheid planning legacy, where all services are located away 

from previously disadvantaged areas. No shopping opportunities exist closer to the poorer community 

of De Nova, no taxi rank exists and no viable community open-space or parks exist. South of the 

Smalblaar River, it is envisioned that a community services node of mixed-use be created on the western 

side of the Rawsonville-Nekkies Road.  
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This will not only provide communities with retail opportunities in one place, but also provide public-

transit services, urban open space and gathering places near where the previously disadvantaged live. 

Plus, this allows Rawsonville to build a larger and more diverse main thoroughfare; grading activities 

from one side to the other, from high-order tenants, shops and restaurants, to more affordable options 

catering for the agricultural community and De Nova. This unlocks further tourist potential, by catering 

to those with high-incomes, to having communities well served by decent services and retail offerings 

they require. An informal market is also envisioned for the De Nova node, bringing the opportunities of 

the informal sector to those who need it most.  

4. Conclusion 
 

It is a pity the Breede River Valley region is 

lagging so far behind other Winelands districts. 

When one compares urban infrastructure; 

Worcester, for a major Western Cape Town, is 

appalling in comparison. The quality, 

maintenance record and road infrastructure of 

other similar towns, such as Paarl, Stellenbosch 

and Robertson, gives the impression that 

Worcester and surrounds are locked in a 

downward spiral. In general, the region is under-

maintained, poorly planned, woefully ill 

equipped for its role as a transport node and 

severely under-developed. Economically, it 

bears the scars of the aforementioned problems. 

This document attempts to address these severe 

infrastructural inadequacies as to stimulate 

growth and to bring the often overlooked region 

into line with the general good standards most 

of the Western Cape enjoys. Without action, the 

transport sector will suffer, industrial growth will 

suffer, CBD’s will continue to see a flight of 

commerce and residents and towns will remain 

locked in a cycle of underinvestment and poor 

tourism capitalisation.  

This not only reflects poorly upon the region of 

the Breede River Valley, but places additional 
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strain on other surrounding towns and Cape Town itself. The best the region can do to lighten the 

burden the Cape sees in new arrivals seeking housing and employment, is to provide the opportunities 

here, as to prevent populations from moving to better opportunities through the Huguenot Tunnel.  

This is the vision for a well connected, well maintained, well integrated region with unlocked 

potential, quality urban centres and a thriving economy... this is the vision for the Breede River Valley 

for 2025. 
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